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Halloween Notes for 2013 
(Note: data is taken from the Northeast region of the U.S. on 10/20/2013.) 

 

Date: 10/20/2013      

Subject:  Competition’s Snack /Fun Size Candy Promotions 
 

Observations:   
 Chain stores are promoting candy as multiple item purchases.  Example: 2 for $5.00.   

 There is no apparent discount for single bag purchases. 

 Pharmacy chain stores are offering savings only with a reward card. 

 Every ad included a photo of Kit Kat and Snickers bars. 

 Opportunity: Promote single bag price, no card needed.  
 

CVS: Mars brand: 2 for $5.00 
Hershey brand: 5 for $15.00 with an additional $5.00 reward bucks.   
Prices only good with a CVS rewards card. 

 
Rite Aid:   Mars & Hershey brands: 2 for $4.88, only with a Wellness Card (regularly $2.99 each).  

Earlier sale was 2 for $5.00, only with a Wellness Card. 
 

Walgreens: Mars & Hershey brands: 2 for $4.00 only with an in-store coupon and store reward card.   
Mars & Hershey brands jumbo bags: “Buy One Get One 50% Off”  

 
Kmart:   Mars & Hershey brands: 2 for $5.00, no card needed.   

Mars & Hershey brands jumbo bags: 2 for $10.00. 
 

Target:   Mars & Hershey brands: 3 for $8.00, no card needed.   
Brach’s brand: 2 for $5.00, no card needed.   
Mars & Hershey brands jumbo bags: $6.99, no card needed. 

 
Walmart:   Mars & Hershey brands: $2.68, no card needed.   

Mars & Hershey brands giant 95-count bag: $8.98.   
Mars & Hershey brands 150- to 230-count bag: $13.88.   
Mars brand mixed 252-count bag: $19.88. 

 
Grocery Chains:  Hershey & Mars brands: 2 for $6.00. 

 

 Lowest sale price with a card on snack / fun size candy: $2.00 (Walgreens) 

 Lowest price without a card: $2.50 (Kmart) 

 Lowest single bag price: $2.68 (Walmart) 
 
 

Remember, good notes create good buying decisions.  Use this example as valuable guidance for 
purchasing and pricing next year’s Halloween season candy. 
 
-- Gabe Trahan, Senior Director of Store Operations and Marketing 


